188 campus men pledge 11 frats at U of Montana
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A total of 188 University of Montana men have pledged membership in 11 social fraternities.

The figure compares with 128 UM coeds who recently were pledged by seven social sororities on campus.

New fraternity members represent more than a dozen Montana communities and a number of out-of-state cities, including several from Canadian provinces.

Social groups represented by the new male pledges include Alpha Kappa Lambda (AKL), Alpha Tau Omega (ATO), Beta Theta Pi (BTP), Delta Sigma Phi (DSP), Phi Delta Theta (PDT), Phi Sigma Kappa (PSK), Sigma Chi (SC), Theta Chi (TC), Sigma Nu (SN), Sigma Alpha Epsilon (SAE), and Sigma Phi Epsilon (SPE).

A list of the new pledges, their hometowns and their respective fraternity affiliations follows.

**Missoula:**
- Peter Aune, SN; Steven Bennyhoff, SAE; Mark Braddock, SN; Marcus S. Clark, SPE; James Cole, SN; Stephen J. Cooney, SN; James Day, SN; Paul Day, SN; Hal Robert Edwards, SAE; Keith A. Elton, ATO; Gary Evje, SC; Pat Heffernan, SN; John Hoffard, SN; Roderick A. Hosler, TC; Joseph Hudson, SPE; Richard B. Hughes, SN; Richard W. Hulla, SAE; Roy Johns, SN; Charles Gabriel Koch, DSP; Robin McHugh, SAE; Spencer Manlove, PDT; Roger Marshall, SN; Peter Mast, SN; Robert L. Monroe, SN; Craig Montaigne, SN; Edward T. Powell, SN; Steve J. Riddle, SN; H. William Rock, ATO; Mike Rogers, PDT; David Ryan, SN; Jay Schaeffer, TC; Edward Schmoll, PDT; Stephen Schultz, SC; Robert B. Spierling, ATO; Leroy Tripp, SN; John Van Vynke, PSK; Alan Wold, SPE; Wayne Eugene Woolridge, DSP; Roy D. Wright, ATO.
Billings--Chuck Anderson, PDT; Roger Berguson, SN; David Doss, SC; James Frickle, SC; Timothy Harris, SC; Timothy Heine, SC; James R. Hooson, PDT; R. Scott Horsley, SC; Dennis McDonald, SC; Frederic W. Marble, SC; John H. Maynard, SC; James Newell, SC; Joseph Orr, PDT; Thomas Roholt, SC; Steven Sandi, SN; John Staid, SC; Rick D. Thompson, SC; Terry Tronson, PDT. Butte--Pat Cooney, SPE; Michael Judd, PDT; Joseph Kissock, SC; D.J. Nettles, SC; Ronald Richard, PDT; Monte Sever, PDT; Glen Welch, PDT; Jesse Woods, PDT. Great Falls--Joseph Ban, SAE; John L. Bowlen, TC; James Edward Clavadetscher, DSP; William F. Duffey, SN; Tom Forsyth, SAE; Tucker Hughes, SC; Timothy A. Jensen, BTP; Richard Lay, SAE; Robert Lay, SAE; Ray Lettus, SN; Michael Lobdell, SN; Ronald Michaelson, SN. Helena--Steven C. Blattspieler, SN; Rod I. Brewer, SN; Ross Davidson, SC; Joseph E. Epler, PDT; Pat Harrison, SC; Donald Hoffman, PDT; Daniel Lieberg, SN; Barry Mortensen, PDT; Dennis Nebo, SN. Alberton--Rock Hall, SC. Anaconda--James Devine, SPE; Charles Farnsworth, SN; John McKettrick, SC; Mack D. Williams, SPE. Bozeman--Richard Booth, SAE; C.B. Kim Kelsey, SC. Choteau--Scott Russell, DSP. Cut Bank--Stuart Johnson, TC; Don Wetzel, PDT. Deer Lodge--Robert Graham, SAE; Terry Lynch, PDT; Paul Mori, TC. Fort Benton--William E. Larson, SN. Hardin--Thomas E. Butorac, SPE; Howard Nichols, SPE. Havre--Donald Bulman, SC; Jeff W. Lovell, SAE. Kalispell--Randy Bishop, SAE; Charles R. Gardner, SN; Terry Pugh, PDT. Laurel--David J. Brinkel, SN; Robert L. Speare, SC. Lewistown--Robert H. Letellier, ATO; Steven J. Martin, ATO; Ken D. Marvin, ATO; William J. Otten, ATO. Libby--Larry R. Lampton, SN; Joel Nelson, SN; Ray Parsons, SN; James P. Seifert, SN; Tony A. Smith, ATO. Lima--Phillip J. Mihelish, SAE. Livingston--Charley Niemick, SN; Bruce Pearson, SN; Michael Prime, SN; James Tackanacka, SN. Miles City--Mark Brown, PDT; David G. Goss, TC; Joseph Lemire, SAE; Karl Bruce Rogge, ATO; Tom W. Seekins, ATO; Robert Sorenson, SPE; Randy L. Spear, PDT. Plains--Robin B. McColloch, TC. Polson--Brit G. Agler, ATO; Paul Coombs, PDT. Poplar--Ray Walters, SN. Scobey--Bryon T. Weis, TC. Sidney--Kendel L. Kallevig, SPE. Stevensville--Neil Morris, DSP. Terry--Neil Stanley Brown, DSP. Troy--W. James Lindsey, SN. Whitefish--Richard Michael Haas, DSP. more
Anchorage, Alaska--Robert C. Conklin Jr., DSP. Alameda, Calif.--Greg West, SC.
Castella, Calif.--Alan Bradford Sturgis, ATO. Los Angeles, Calif.--Robert Shivers, SN.
Monterey Hill, Calif.--David Hill, SN. Redding, Calif.--Earl McCall, SC. Redwood City, Calif.--William Richard Hoops, DSP. Sepulveda, Calif.--James Stephens, SC. Walnut Creek, Calif.--Paul Olsen, TC.

Denver, Colorado--Marvin K. Smith, ATO. Lakewood, Colorado--Thomas L. Rennick, DSP.
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